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Abstract 
In the paper, how to meet the users’ need plays a very important role in the study on the query-oriented automatic 
summarization. Combining with the influence of text granularities and query information, we construct a model to 
explain the relationship between text granularities, point out the way based on the semantic relation to test text 
similarity, adopt a strategy to sentence dynamically allocation to produce summarization. Experimental results show 
that there is less redundant but more comprehensive information in the summarization. It confirms that the model and 
the strategy are effective and feasible for faster query speed and better results. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Query-Oriented Automatic Summarization is composed of the sentences associated with query, which 
are distinguished from other sentences in the document sets. The users' query request expresses what kind 
of information is needed.  
The summarization from different angles is different when the query is different. General 
summarization is the refining text from the topics of the document set; Query-Oriented Summarization 
basically includes the topics associated with query. [1] The formation of Query-Oriented Automatic 
Summarization is as shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. The Formation of Query-Oriented Automatic Summarization 
2. Text granularities relation model based on query-oriented summarization 
2.1. Text granularities 
In text processing and applications, there are three kinds of text granularities such as text, sentence and 
word. They have constraint and influence with each other. Sentence is part of text, meanwhile a set of 
words. Sentence in the text is not independence. [2] However, people paid little attention to the constraint 
and influence in previous sentence rank algorithm but the similarity of sentences in most sentence rank 
algorithm. 
2.2. The relation model of query and text granularities 
In the query-oriented automatic summarization, we should pay full attention to the relation of text 
granularities in query and document sets, make the summarization more comprehensive and detailed to 
meet the needs of the users’. In the paper, the relation between the two of the word, sentence and text is 
called ‘external enhance’, otherwise, the relation between the same text granularity is called ‘internal 
enhance’. External environment such as users' query affects the mutually reinforcing relationship. [3]
Flowing that, a query-oriented similarity measure is pointed out and is as shown in figure 2. 
Fig. 2. The Relation Model of Query and Text Granularities 
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The model could be described as follows: 
z A text will be important, if it accords with one of three kinds of circumstances as follows: 
①It contains the key sentences in queries. 
②It contains the key words in queries. 
③It associates to the other important texts queries related. 
z A sentence will be important, if it accords with one of three kinds of circumstances as follows: 
①It appears in the important texts queries related. 
②It contains the key words in queries. 
③It associates to the other important sentences queries related. 
z A word will be important, if it accords with one of three kinds of circumstances as follows: 
①It appears in the important texts queries related. 
②It appears in the important sentences queries related. 
③It associates to the other important words queries related. 
2.3. The description of  the  model in mathematics 
We can rank texts, sentences and words in query-oriented summarization by iterative algorithm. RT, RS
and RW respectively represent rank for texts, sentences and words, then, the rank algorithm can be 
described in mathematics as follows: 
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TT represents similarity matrix between queries（Q）and texts (T), TS represents similarity matrix 
between queries（Q）and sentences (S), TW represents similarity matrix between queries（Q）and
words (W). The same way, ST represents similarity matrix between queries（Q）and text granularities 
(T, S and W).  
Weights matrix (N) can balance the weights of texts, sentences and words. It is shown as follows: 
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M in formula 3 is a block of matrix in the formula (1). RT, RS or RW, each rank to three kinds of text 
granularities could be found by calculating M feature vector.  
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3. Experimental Analysis And Discussion 
MRSR is short name for Mean Reciprocal of Summary Ranks. According MRSR, we can evaluate the 
rank results objectively. [4] Specific evaluation method is shown as follows:
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In formula 4, n is the number of all problems tested, γi is a serial number of the first correct answer, 
for the ith problem.  
We have done comparative experiment based on MRSR as shown in table 1. For 100 problems 
proposed, the summarization considering text granularities should be more concise, serial number is also 
closer to the top. Experimental results show that considering the text granularities can help users access to 
information needed more quickly ,  with less content , as to improve the efficiency of query. 
Table 1. Experiment and Study based on MRSR 
Consider text granularities？Yes/No Yes No
Number of Correct answers per 100 queries 45 45 
The average number of characters 83 98
MRSR 0.39 0.26 
4. Conclusion 
The formation of Query-oriented Automatic Summarization is a complex process. It is affected not 
only by queries but also the text granularities in document sets. The core technology introduced in this 
paper reflects accurately a feasible way to calculate text similarity by iterative algorithm. Considering 
comprehensively about queries and text granularities, it makes the formation of Query-oriented 
Automatic Summarization more intelligent and more effective, Query-oriented Automatic Summarization 
could provide more concise results of summery to meet the needs of users’ queries. It can benefit all users 
when widely used in the field of information management. 
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